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This thesis starts with the common theory of the right of privacy 
and the right to know, and then points out the inevitable conflicts 
between the two kinds of rights. The thesis selects two representative 
fields: public persons and Internet, adopting  the case study method 
and discusses the principle of the conflict and coordinating of the 
two rights. 
The thesis consists of preface、main content and concluding remark. 
The preface is about the problem discussed pointing out the 
inevitable conflict of the right of privacy and the right to know and 
introduces the academic research on this problem and the thoughts of 
the author. 
The main contents consists of three chapter. 
The first chapter- The common theory of the right of privacy and 
the right to know. This chapter elaborates the origin and the 
development of the right to know and the right of privacy, analyzing  
the inevitable conflict of the two rights from the perspective of the 
characteristics and objects of the two rights and sums up the principle 
of coordinating of the two kinds of rights outspreading matting for 
the latter parts. 
The second chapter-The right of privacy and the right to know of 
the public. This chapter chooses four fields of officials、stars、
constraint public persons and criminal suspects and defendents to 















of rights. As to the problem of conflict and coordinating of the two 
kinds of rights of officials , the author thinks the right to know of 
the public should be given enough consideration and put on the first 
place with priorities to ensure the social supervision to the officials. 
As to problem of conflict of the right of privacy and the right to know 
of the public stars, the author thinks the media should understand that 
the social responsibilities that the media assumes to the society while 
the media is probing into every details of the personal life of the 
stars with the slogan of “the right to know”. As to the problem of the 
balance between the right of privacy and the right to know of the 
constraint public persons, the media should be restrained and limited 
more or less in the course of realizing its right to know. The 
constraint public persons become known sometimes not from their 
personal subjective intentions, but due to the accidental involvement 
of important issues. The author also puts forward the basic principles 
concerning the problem of the balance between the right of privacy and 
the right to know of criminal suspects and dependents. 
The third chapter is about the right of privacy and the right to 
know in the Internet environment. The authors thinks that in this field, 
it is important to coordinate the two kinds of rights to protect the 
right of privacy of the Internet users and not to prevent the developing 
of the e-commerce at the same time. 
The concluding remark is a general summary of the thesis. 
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第一章  隐私权和知情权冲突概说 
                 
第一节  知情权和隐私权的界定 
 









































的《论隐私权（The Right to Privacy）》一文，提出一种新





























































第二节  隐私权和知情权冲突的成因及表现 
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